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Scope

 To reveal some major components of the 
traditional knowledge (TK) taken into 
consideration by the Eco-museum Sibiu

 To reveal the needs for further 
development and integrate them into the 
concept of Eco-Museum Sibiu

 Increase awareness regarding relevant 
results of the Eco museum Sibiu 



Terms and definitions 

 Traditional knowledge 

 includes
 the processes whereby knowledge is generated, 

stored, applied and transmitted to others (Guendel, 
2005) 

 implies
 knowledge related to crops, agricultural systems 

and practices, weeds, pests, invasive alien 
species, water management, land use and also 
biodiversity behind agrobiodiversity as a multiple 
dimensions space (Jarvis et al., 2007) 



Functional rural 

landscape

 Forests

 Arable land

 Transport

 Living areas

Providing
 Clean air

 Potable water

 Soil fertility



Eco-museum

Sibiu

 Sălişte

 Gura Râului

 Moşna

 Valea Viilor

 Biertan

 Chirpăr (Săsăuş) 



Traditional knowledge as 

an asset for the Eco-

museum Sibiu 

Wild plants

Wild animal 

and 

fungus

Crops and 

domestic 

animals

TK

for using wild 

biodiversity

TK

for using 

domesticated  

biodiversity

TK in the rural 

communities

TK for 

rural life plus 

ethical and 

moral issues

Rural activities

(old jobs,

services)

TK for 

rural activities

Rural 

organization 

and function



Functional landscape 

Godwit type

Unique form of rural 

landscape for the 

Carpathian arch and well 

preserved in the South 

East Transylvania



Risks for traditional life 

in Eco-museum

 Land use conversion 

 Land abandon 

 Deforestation

 Increase polders numbers for fishing

 Invasive alien species

 Renounce to local identity of 

householders

 Import foreign architecture 



Wild biodiversity 

TK



Domestic genetic 

resources



Vineyards 

and 

Orchards



Maize landraces 

“Lăpușneag” cv

Samoilă Geleriu 

retired eng. working 

for seed certification

before 1989

Risks for extinction due 

to MON810 cultivation



Horses – for work in the 

family farming system



Village herd  

ciurda satului

 Buffalo – at risk of extinction 
 The milk and cheese – high quality 

 Other feed type compared to cows

 A service created because of social vulnerabilities 
for many centuries 



Risks for traditional 

crops erosion

 Abandoning

traditional genetic resources 

 Introducing

new commercial genetic resources

genetically modified organisms

 Mixing

traditional genetic resources among different 

villages 

 Forgetting local history  



Red list for crops

landraces



Traditional agricultural

practices



Socio-economic 

vulnerabilities 

Trends for employees in agriculture 
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The young generation 

– where?



Some solutions  

responsible tourism 

 Identify and survey the cultural values 

of each village

 Integrate the TK fingerprint as a tool for 

the local community identity into the 

tourism strategies

 Involve rural communities in all 

sustainable development projects for 

ensuring the maintenance of TK 



Some solutions 

on farm conservation

 Identify and survey traditional genetic 
resources as a fingerprint in TK

 Recognizing at the local official level on 
farm gene banks

 Integrate them with agricultural practices 
and diet within the TK fingerprint as a tool 
for the local community identity into the 
tourism strategies

 Involving based on a landscape approach -
rural communities in all sustainable 
development projects for ensuring the 
maintenance of TK



Thank you for your attention!

ecomuzeusibiu@yahoo.com 

mihaela_antofie@yahoo.com

mailto:ecomuzeusibiu@yahoo.com

